Tankless Water Heater Accessories
Specification Sheet
Isolator Valve Kit

For 3/4" Connections
IK-WV-7-TH(-LF)
IK-WV-7-SW(-LF)
Includes 200,000 BTUH Pressure Relief Valve
(replaces IK-WV-4)

IK-WV-8-TH(-LF)
IK-WV-8-SW(-LF)
Includes 2.7 million BTUH Pressure Relief Valve
(replaces IK-WV-5)

For 1" Connections
IK-WV-9-TH(-LF)
IK-WV-9-SW(-LF)
Includes 2.7 million BTUH Pressure Relief Valve
(replaces IK-WV-6)

IK-AK-2(-LF)
Pressure Relief Valve repositioning kit for Recess Box, Pipe Cover, and installations in tight spaces
(for IK-WV-7 and IK-WV-8 only)

* -TH denotes Threaded Connection
** -SW denotes Sweat Connection
*** -LF denotes Lead-Free for CA and VT